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From a range of over 6,500 products, cataloged are the most frequently specified
PMA has been designing, manufacturing and distributing cable protection products of the highest quality since 1975. Very quickly PMA gained an excellent reputation worldwide and following the tradition of Swiss quality established itself as market leader.

The portfolio of components which now includes over 6,500 products has proven itself worldwide and PMA is represented by sales subsidiaries in the USA, Great Britain, Germany, Italy, France, Austria and Spain. Partner companies in all of the important industrial nations and an extensive distribution network throughout the globe ensure optimal service and short delivery times can be guaranteed in over 45 countries. Worldwide PMA employs in total around 170 people.

All part numbers quoted here are for black components.

Please ask for availability in gray.

PMA has also become the preferred supplier for many robotic, building installation and several other application areas where power or data cables must be reliably protected.

PMA headquarters are at Uster, on the outskirts of Zürich, in Switzerland. The great majority of the products for the world market are manufactured at this site and it is also the home to PMA's intensive research and development activities.

PMA is represented by sales subsidiaries in the USA, Great Britain, Germany, Italy, France, Austria and Spain. Partner companies in all of the important industrial nations and an extensive distribution network throughout the globe, ensure optimal service and short delivery times can be guaranteed in over 45 countries. Worldwide PMA employs in total around 170 people.

All part numbers quoted here are for black components.

Please ask for availability in gray.
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PMACUT

PMACUT is an excellent tool for cutting all PMA conduits. It guarantees precise and safe 90° angle cut.

Order No. Cutting Tool:

PMACUT-38 (Cutting range: 0-38mm for PMA conduit NW: 07-29)
Order No. Spare blade: FP-38

PMACUT-52 (Cutting range: 0-52mm for PMA conduit NW: 23-48)
Order No. Spare blade: FP-52
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Catalog Overview
To order/download our catalogs please refer to: www.pma-usa.org

Company Profile
Overview of the structure and services of PMA Group

PMA UL Listed
Portfolio of Cable Protection Products

PMAFIX Pro
Next generation cable protection - IP69K for static and dynamic applications

PMAFIX/PMAFLEX
The PMA main catalog with 6,500 superior products

PMA SMART LINE
Functional design with high quality at an excellent price

PMA EX-SYSTEM
Load discharging polyamide products for use in explosion endangered areas

EMC/EMV SYSTEM
Special products for EMC screening

AUTOMATION PRODUCTS
Special products for automation and robotic applications

PMAJ ACK SYSTEM
Special series of braids and braid terminations

ENERGY MARKETS
PMA conduits and fittings for the energy generation market.

RAILWAY INFRASTRUCTURE
PMA’s multi-layer conduits for railway infrastructure applications

World-wide Recognitions
All PMA products are rigorously tried and tested to meet the demands of industry world-wide.
PMA USA Inc.
PMA USA Inc.
5340 Jaycee Avenue, Suite H-1
Harrisburg, PA 17112
Phone: 717-545-9404
Toll-Free: 1-888-531-1840
Fax: 717-545-9407
info@pma-usa.org, www.pma-usa.org

PMA Headquarters
Switzerland
PMA AG (Headquarters)
Aathalstrasse 90
CH-8810 Uster
Tel: +41 / 44 905 61 11
Fax: +41 / 44 905 61 22
info@pma.ch, www.pma.ch

Please visit our PMA Headquarters website
for the locations of our 45 PMA Representatives
world-wide: www.pma.ch

Your local partner:
UNITED AUTOMATION, INC.
1491 NORTH KEALY, SUITE 4
LEWISVILLE, TX 75057
PH 972-420-1123
FAX 972-420-1103
www.automation-dfw.com